2019 Donors

Gifts of $1,000+

Anonymous
David and Pat Atkinson
Caren Baldini
Bill Bassett
David and Joanna Bock
G. Walton and Jean Cottrell
Fred Cowett and Diana Riesman
James Cutting and Claudia Lazzaro
Howard and Erica Evans
Greg Galvin
Lorna Gates
Mary and Brad Grainger
George Gull and Nancy Potter
Juris Hartmanis
Mark Jaquet and Mickie Sanders-Jaquet
Michelle Kortenaar and Ken Rother
Arthur Kuckes and Martha Wright
Gloria Kulhawy
Laura Larson
Ilma and Gil Levine
Raymond and Joan Loehr
Bill Nye
Mindy and Brett Oakes
Lenore Orange
Roger and Arlene Richardson
Laurie Robinson
Lynn Schlesinger
Lynnette Scofield
Blix Taetzsch and Genye Yaples
Joseph and Marney Thomas
Bruce and Katie Thompson
Charles Tilton and Patricia Woodward
Kevin and Sharon Todd
Charlie and Nancy Trautmann
Tom and Jane VanDerzee
Charles and Jane Walcott
Ann Ward
Amy and Steve Yale-Loehr

John Abel
Rosine Irene and Herve Achigui
Susan Adamson and Christine Endres
David and Laurie Ahlers
Syed Ahmad and Huda Khan
Samuel and Jennifer Alcaine
Victoria Alexander
Jeff Allen and Meara Sabin
Richard Allen and Anke Wessels
Rick Allmendinger and Terry Jordan
Steven Alvarado and Anna Haskins
Chris and Jo Anne Andersen
Daryl and Suzanne Anderson
Elizabeth Anderson and Scott Reynolds
Brandon Andrew
Doug Antczak and Wendy Robertson
Shivaun and Lynden Archer
Paul Aridigides and Lisa O’Connor
William and Caroline Arms
Seth and Emily Art
Michael and Ina Arthur
Mark and Judith Ashton
John and Mary Baker
Robert Barlow
Douglas and Jessica Barnes
Thomas Barnet-Lamb and Inna Zakharevich
Donna Barsotti
Ryan and Hannah Bartosch
Kristopher and Sarah Bechtel
Jochen and Melinda Behydt
Bill and Nancy Bellamy
Fran Benedict
Eric Benner and Marie Benner-Rhoades
Gregory and Marya Besharov
Joyce Billing
John Birmingham
Jack and Nanette Blakely
Richard Boisvert and JoAnne Beck
David Bouldin
Adam and Kelly Boyko
Rebecca Brady
Adam and Melissa Brechner
Peter and Beth Brennan
Michael Britt and Jaclyn Freeland-Britt
Liese Bronfenbrenner
Brown Family
James and Karen Brown
Victor Brown and Paula Thoms
Jeremy and Callie Bryant
David and Valerie Buechel
Oskar Bynke and Lydia Bosire
Jim and Terry Byrnes
Leo and Sandra Cacciotti
Joseph and Rita Calvo
Sean Campbell and Cynthia Mosqueda Campbell
Robert Carey
Jackie and Joe Cassandri
David and Linda Caughhey
Patrick and Nina Chaopricha
Sue and Clifford Chappie
Stephen and Lorraine Chase
Joseph and Eileen Choi
Gordon and Suzanne Chun
Henry and Mary Louise Church
Michael and Maureen Clark
Ted Clark and Susan Jones
Richard Cleary and Ann Trenk
Thomas Cleland and Christiene Linster
Kevin Clermont and Emily Sherwin
Patrick and Katherine Collette
Douglas and Rosemary Collins
Paul Cooper and Sofi Gluck
Liskan and James Cordes
Guilherme and Jennifer Costa
Bryan and Ashley Coyle
Elizabeth Coyle
Jonathan and Marnie Cryer
Darren Dale and Connie Lew
Robert and Elizabeth Dalrymple
Ben and Caitlin Darfler
Nicholas and Sophia Darling
Timothy Davis and Carol Critchlow
Paul and Cathy Dawson
Marie Anne de Roos
David Delchamps
Bill and Sarah Demo
Jim Dennis and Karen Powers
Nathan Dennis and Sara Johnson
Andrew and Erica Deretz Foltz
Douglas and Deborah Dickerson
Tom and Barbara Dimock
Francis and Barbara DiSalvo Jr.
Brian Donato and Amy Todd-Donato
Jordi and Becky Douglas
Jeffrey and Amanda Dowery
David Drain and Colleen Carey
Ann Drury
Johan Dulfer and Avery Marzulla-Dulfer
Hank and Sally Dullea
David and Peggy Dunlop
Aaron and Chera Duvall
Elizabeth Earle
James and Cynthia Eckert
A. J. Edwards, CFA
Karl and Virginia Ehemann
Mark and Paula Eisner
Gary and Jessica Ellis
Jamie Ellis and Tatiana Gundlach
Jeff Ellis and Ariana Blossom
Chris Eng and Alicia Banuelo
Jennifer Engel and Larry Young
Matthew and Jane English
Ross and Corina Evaneco
Sarah and George Evanega
Alan and Laura Falk
Terry and Jennifer Fee
Paul Feeny and Mary Berens
David Fernandez and Elizabeth Lawson
Ben Finio and Meredith Henry
Tom and Elizabeth Fisher-York
Michael Fleming and Kristina Rennekamp
Christopher and Meghan Fouracsh
Veronica and Grace Fox
Richard Franke and Barbara Chasin
Glenn and Sandy Galbreath
Daniel and Mary Gallagher
Renu Gandhi
Joshua Ganger and Jessica Brown

Sciencenter
Report to the Community

2019 Donors
Charles and Linda Garbo
Kyle and Liz Gebhart
Larry George and Julie Berens
Lawrence Gibbons and Ritchie Patterson
Cari and Sujata Gibson
Alex Gilshetey and Jennifer Moiseff
Gregory Gohn and Kathleen Krafft Gohn
Perry Gorgen and Tess Nelson
Jacinda Greco
Donald and Iris Greenberg
Steven Greenberg and Pamela Moulton
Jonathan and Jill Greene
Peter Grossman and Kristin Gutenberger
Grossman
Bill and Carol Grove
David and Sally Grubb
Sol Gruner and Rosemarie Parker
John Guckenheimer and Meredith Kusch
James and Lanie Gustafson
Charles Gutman and Shirley Ladd
Pavel and Camille Gyra
Greg Hall and Penny Bealle
Shannan and Christopher Hall
Christian and Helen Haller
Steve Hand and Nancy Dytmann
Tobias Hanrath and Rachel Kenion-Hanrath
Ellen Harrison
Tom Hartshorne and Leslie Daniels
Marty and Susie Hatch
Hawkes Family
Carl and Sue Haynes
Christopher Hernandez and Karen Kim
Roger and Suzanne Hinderliter
Melissa Hines
Thomas Hiratsuna and Jean Hunter
Amanda Hogan and Elizabeth Mosley
Jim Holman and Dorothy Buerk
Mary Honcharik
Robert and Joan Horn
William and Betty House
Paul Houston and Barbara Lynch
Kenneth and Debra Hover
Arthur Howser
John Hughes
Scott and Susan Hurlbut
Mark Hurwitz and Ingrid McWilliams
Chris and Sarah Hutchings
Hajime Inoue and Yuru Li
Thomas and Melinda Jahn
Georg and Lucie Jander
Ray Jayawardhana and Kathryn Simms
Beverly Johnson
Stephen and Lorraine Johnson
Jim Karpinski and Jane Koestler
Michael Katz and Ellen Cohen-Rosenthal
Michael and Holly Kazazinoff
Adam and Amanda Killerson
Frank and Kathleen Kempf
Joseph and Alison Kepic
Richard and Andrea Kiely
Nicholas Klein and Amy Tai
Bill and Carol Klepack
Kevin Kniffin and Jenny Kao-Kniffin
Donald and Dorothy Kompf
Richard and Alice Kops
Michael Kotlikoff and Carolyn McDaniel
Dexter and Frances Kozen
Frank and Diane Kozuh
Brian and Whitney Kramer
David Kreinick and Susan Blumenthal
Steve Kress and Elissa Wolfson
Richard and Janet Krizek
Aaron Kueck and Hilary Ewing
Brian and Jody Kunk-Czaplicki
Thomas and Marisa LaFalce
Diane and Luciano Lama
Steven and Lisa Lampke
R. Carolyn Lange
Emanuel and Margaret Lann
Ted and Martha Lau
Aaron and Lindsay Lavine
Janice Lawrence
David Lee and Marjory Rinaldo-Lee
Hickory Lee
Thomas Leeson and Anne Jones
John and Ann Lemley
Lynn Leopold
Peter Lepage and Deborah O’Connor
Debbie Levin
Bruce and Claudia Lewenstein
Sylvia Lim
David and Nancy Lippert
Jack and Amy Little
Rick and Gail Lloyd
James and Caitlin Loehr
Christopher Loss and Maya Aponte
Nathan and Gail Lyman
Aubree and Kristin Lynch
Amy Lyndaker and Alex Jackman
Sue Ellen Lyons
Leo Macdonald and Joan Ramage-Macdonald
Amy MacQueen
John and Julie Malysa
Steve and Heidi Marschner
Chris and Erica Marx
Brandon and Sarah Mattrangello
Brian McAree and Kris Corda
Erik and Bridget McCheyne
Marshall and Amalie McCormick
Bob McGuire and Judy Keil
Pete McIntyre and Heather Beasley
Robert and Claire McLean
Doug and Valerie McMartin
Jacob and Mariah McNamara
Carolyn McPherson
Saurabh and Julia Mehta
Keith and Anna Mercovich
Andrew Merkle
Michael and Pam Merola
Joseph and Emily Metz
Arnim Meyburg
Christopher and Jennifer Miller
Jim Miller and Chrissie Schelhas-Miller
John Miller
Richard and Kayleen Miller
Sunshine Miller and Richard Ketcham
Andrew Minnick and Jessica Baker
Jonathan and Valerie Mis
Robert Moore and Laura McCree
Spencer Moore and Sarah Markowitz
Robert and Nancy Morgan
Craig Muckle and Ann Marie MacDonald
Lukas Mueller
Susan Murphy
Katie Nealy and Jody Miles
Mark and Cathy Nelson
Harry and Katharina Nichols
Amelia and Hayden Nielsen
Michael Niemack and Maren Vitousek
Jesse and Amanda Norton
Wendell and Susan Norvell
Sam Nugen and Julie Goddard
Patrick and Jennifer O’Brien
Francis and Alisha Oliver
Kevin Olmstead and Verdie Culbreath
Cal and Joan Organ
Jan Ormsby
Tom Owens and Deborah Streeter
Michael and Christine Pambianchi
Nicholas Pandjiris and Eileen Berkley Wallding
Kara and Sean Pass
George and Eileen Paulson
Nicholas and Heather Pemberton
Randy and Alesha Pendell
William and Mary Anne Perks
Richy and Emily Petrina
Donald Phythitt and Bonnie Norton
Sandy, Bill and Lisa Podulka
Roman Politi and Monica Welling
Barry Pollack and Frances Downey
Roy and Barbara Pollock
Frank and Jacqueline Powers
Joseph and Colleen Price
Richard and Donna Prybyl
Joyce Putnam
John Quigley and Tracie Parker Quigley
Chris and Lauren Ray
Jake and Maria Reagan
Randall and Margaret Reed
Karen Reibstein
Aaron Rice and Janelle Morano
David Rice and Suzanne Gervais
Peter Rich and Stephanie Cowling
Betty Richardson
Thomas Richardson
Daniel and Claire Ricketts
Robert and Nancy Riggs
Martha and Steve Robertson
Laurie Robinson
James Rothenberg and Mariana Wolfner
Kim Rothman and Jennifer Alford
Jean and Betty Rowley
Thomas Ruane and Donna Augustine
Stephen and Susan Ruoff
Joseph Russo and Paula Winner
Elliott and Elizabeth Ryan
Karim and Crystal Sadik
Gail and James Salk
Tacie and Peter Saltonstall
Memorial Gifts

Gifts were made to the Sciencercenter in memory of:

Paul Fisher-York
F.H. Kulhawy
Tom McCarrick